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Two years ago, Bailey Adams broke off her engagement to Danny Maxwell and fled Logan Point for

the mission field in Chihuahua, Mexico. Now she's about to return home to the States, but there's

just one problem. After Bailey meets with the uncle of one of the mission children in the city, she

barely escapes a sudden danger. Now she's on the run--she just doesn't know from whom. To

make matters worse, people who help her along the way find themselves in danger too--including

Danny. Who is after her? Will they ever let up? And in the midst of the chaos, can Bailey keep

herself from falling in love with her rescuer all over again?With lean, fast-paced prose that keeps

readers turning the pages, Patricia Bradley pens a superb story of suspense and second chances.
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I fell in love with Patricia Bradley's writing when I read the first book in this series! I also fell in love

with the characters and the town of Logan Point Mississippi, which really is another character! Even

though I don't think I had 'met' Bailey prior to this book, I really enjoyed her and Danny's story!

When I realized that unlike the three previous books neither of the main characters had a direct



connection with law enforcement I must admit that I was nervous that the book might be lacking in

suspense, I am absolutely delighted to say that that was most definitely not the case, the suspense

was so crazy and good, it kept me turning the pages! I have to say that I found myself relating to

Bailey quite a lot and I thought she was a great character! Danny was great too! I loved little Maria,

as well as the sub plot that centered around Angel and Solana! I loved that in a way the plot of this

book was actually a continuation of the plot from the second book, I loved that and I was so happy

to finally see that mystery solved! Overall, while this isn't my favorite of the series I still really loved

it. There are two reasons why I am giving it four stars instead of five, first of all, even though we got

to see Ben (The hero from the second book) quite a lot and we saw a couple of other characters

from the previous books once or twice, I guess since it was the last book I was hoping for some kind

of reunion type of scene where we saw all the characters get together for some kind of celebration

or something and I guess I was just a little bit disappointed that that didn't happen. The other reason

is that the very ending felt a little unfinished to me, I would have really liked an epilogue just

because I wanted to keep reading!
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